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	Abstract: In this paper the instructions for preparing camera-ready paper for International Conference CADSM 2017 are given.
	Keywords: camera-ready paper, Conference Proceedings, CADSM 2017.
I. Introduction
	In order to achieve a high quality of CADSM 2017 Conference Proceedings the authors are requested to follow instructions given in this sample paper. The length of each submitted paper have to be from 3 to 5 full pages.
II. Instruction for Authors
	A title of the paper must be written using 22 pt font, centered. The spacing between a title and authors line is 6 mm. Author's names (without affiliation) should be typed using 14 pt font. Author's affiliation (institution, address, email) should be given at the bottom of the first column using 9 pt font.
	Times New Roman 10 pt font should be used for normal text. The normal line spacing is 1.5 times of the font size. Please equalize the length of the columns on the last page. Paragraph should be indented 3.5 mm.
	Manuscript have to be prepared in two column separated by 5 mm. The margins for A4 (210x297) are given in Table 1.
TABLE 1. Page layout description
Paper size
А4
Left margin
15mm
Right margin
15mm
Top margin
20mm
Bottom margin
34mm
Column spacing
5mm
	At the beginning of the paper the abstract and keywords should be given. Abstract should be about 50 words. It is desirable to have up to 5 keyword. Please use 9 pt bold font for abstract and keywords and 9 pt italic for the words "Abstract" and "Keywords" followed by semicolon.
	A text of the paper might be divided into a number of sections. The section titles should be typed using 12 pt font in Small Caps Option. For numbering use Roman number. The space after section and between the last section and the next section title are 5 mm.
	The equations should be centered and numbered. Please use Word Equation Editor to present your formulas. Larger equation have to be splitted into multiple lines. A typical example of equation is shown in Eq. 1:
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.	(1)
	All tables should be made as one column. In some case it is allowed to use two column tables at the top of the page. Tables must have caption located above the table. Table captions should be written using 9pt Small Caps font.
	Figures should be one column wide. In case of two column wide figure, this figure must be located at the top of the page. Please do not use photocopies. Each figure must have a caption under the figure. For each figure captions 9 pt font should be used.
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Fig.1. Statistics on CADSM conference paper submissions
	If you refer to an equation, a figure, a table, a section or literature references in the text of the paper please use the following expressing: Eq. (1), Eqs. (1) and (2), Fig. 1, Figs. 1 and 2, Table I, Tables I and II, Section I, [1], [2].
	The examples for referencing a journal paper, a conference paper, and a book according to IEEE format are provided in references section.
III. Conclusion
	In this paper the instructions for preparing camera-ready paper for including in the Proceedings of International Conference CADSM are given. Your prepared paper have to be submitted using the instructions presented on a conference website: http://cadsm.lp.edu.ua" http://cadsm.lp.edu.ua. 
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